Revision

- Everyone starts different directions: A face stage left, K face stag left down, C face straight on, T face up stage right corner, U stage right.
- K starts ripple 1-5, each person starts after 4 counts.
  (once done keep beating on heart)
- Break off into two groups face same direction, K, T, and C do floor part, A and U no reach part
- Face center on 4th reach reach
- A and U help us up
- Hand to heart
- Sharp curved arm up
- Box attitude turn to face down stage left corner
- Improv twoships
- Snake arm to make a circle
- Arm arm drop 2 counts of 8
- Improv to face original direction then step in
- 3 times say the quote
  Order goes: Spanish, French, Latin, English.

Do beginning phrase to contractions roll up say quote
  then stand and keep hitting chest

Before phrase walk in around hit chest
Order: U, T, A, K, and C